
BELIGIUM SINGLE PERMIT (FOREIGN EXECUTIVES) PROCESS MAP

STEP 1: INITIATION

Client initiates the case with FGI and submits a completed

questionnaire. FGI determines the appropriate work permit

category, and sends client the document checklist.

The employer must submit a single application form to the

competent region (Brussels, Flanders, Wallonia), with

documents supporting both work and residence

authorization. Once the region has declared the application

admissible, the file will be shared with the federal

Immigration Office within 15 days. The application will then

be processed in parallel by the two authorities, which will

inform each other when they have made a decision.

Processing time: 3-4 months

STEP 2: RESIDENCE ADMINISTRATIVE FEE PAYMENT

STEP 3: SINGLE PERMIT APPLICATION

A fee has to be paid for residence authorization before the

submission of any long stay visas for Belgium. The proof of

payment has to be provided together with the visa application

otherwise the application will be declared inadmissible.

Once the work permit has been approved, the principal applicant can

apply for Visas Type D at the Belgian diplomatic post in their country of

residence or nationality. Once the visa is ready for collection, it must be

used within the period of validity (usually 90 days) as stated on the visa.

STEP 4: VISA TYPE D APPLICATION & COLLECTION

The applicant may now enter Belgium.

STEP 5: ENTRY TO BELIGUM

STEP 6: POSTED WORKER NOTIFICATION

If sending an applicant to Belgium as a posted worker the

sending entity or a representative thereof should register

the details of the assignment online with the Belgian Social

Security authorities prior to or on the first day of the

assignment (some exemptions apply). This is also known as

the "Limosa Declaration".

COLOMBIA
STEP 8: RESIDENCE REGISTRATION

Within 8 days of arrival, the principal applicant and

all family members over the age of 12 should attend

the local Commune in person to register and apply

for a residence permit.

Processing time: 2 – 6 months

STEP 9: COMMUNE VISIT

The applicant (and accompanying dependents

over the age of 12) must attend the commune a

second time. At this visit, the applicants will be

asked to sign an additional letter and to pay the

residence card fees for the accompanying

dependents. Three weeks after this, the commune

will send the applicant their PIN and PUK (ID and

security codes) by post.

Egypt

STEP 10: COLLECTION OF RESIDENCE CARD

Once the PIN and PUK codes have been received, the

applicant (and accompanying dependents over the

age of 12) must make another visit to the commune to

collect their residence cards. The applicant can begin

working after this step.

BELGIUM

STEP 7: SOCIAL SECURITY REGISTRATION

Depending on payroll location and

nationality of employee, the local HR may

need to arrange social security registration

before the applicant is permitted to start

work.


